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Down The Sunset was founded in November 2010. The sound of the five guys from Weiz (Austria) stands for modern metal and post-hardcore. 
This is characterized by melodic and fast guitars, pushing drums paired with shouts and some 3-part vocal. 
 
Following their release of the first EP in 2012, the boys have proofed their live qualities at countless concerts. That the five musicians take their job 
seriously, show their support slots for genre-stars like Memphis May Fire (USA), Our Last Night (USA), Secrets (USA), Hopes Die Last (ITA), Helia 
(ITA), The Sorrow (AUT) , All Faces Down (AUT) and many other national and international bands. 
 
Additionally in 2013 the band could achive moderate success at Austria's biggest band competition – „The Planet-Festival-Tour“. With 
preliminaries and quarter-final victories – in public and jury vote – they’ve made it to the semi-finals and was allowed (as the only "core band") to 
show a live performance at Gasometer in Vienna! 
 
In 2014 the band worked on their second EP "Dreamer | Believer" and their first official music video. In addition to the planning and preparation of 
these two great tasks Down The Sunset have been able to expand their fan base by more concerts. Their energetic live performances could also 
be shown for the first time in a Weekender-Tour in Austria, as well with stations in Slovakia and Hungary.  

http://www.downthesunset.com/
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Vocals 
 

Florian Hirtenfellner 

Guitar/Vocals 
 

Martin Tieber 

Guitar/Vocals 
 

Philipp Loidl 

Drums 
 

Daniel Groh 

Bass 
 

Valentin Schwab 
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Discography 
 

Down The Sunset (EP) (2012) 
 

Dreamer | Believer (EP) (2014) 

  
 
1. To a (real) friend? 
2. Point of no return 
3. Only dreaming 
4. World goes wrong 
5. Hopeless 
6. Phoenix 
 
Produced, Recorded, Mixed & Mastered by 
Norbert Leitner und Daniel Fellner (UDIO Media Studio) 

 
1. Dreamer 
2. Losing Hope 
3. Memories 
4. Nightmare 
5. Believer 
 
 
Produced, Recorded, Mixed & Mastered by 
Albert-Mario Lampel (Massacre Studio) 
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CD- und Live-Reviews 
 

The Whiplasher (www.the-whiplasher.at) 
 

Down The Sunset have not created a masterpice with their first EP, but they have done a considerable good work! The five guys are on the right 
track – keep it up! Bewertung: 7/10 

 
Enemy.at (www.enemy.at) 
 

I’m pretty sure that this young band will have a successful future. Their first EP is Dieser jungen Combo steht ziemlich sicher noch eine erfolgrei-
che Zukunft bevor. Die EP is very well done and definitely a recommendation worth. Bewertung: 4/5 

 
Time for Metal (www.time-for-metal.eu) 
 

Who didn’t know Down The Sunset so far, but feels home in the genre Metalcore/Post-Hardcore, will have a lot of fun with the self-titled debut EP. 
Down The Sunset has definitely earned a good review, because their EP entertained me very well for 30 minutes! 
Bewertung: 8/10 
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Contact-Details 
 
 

Booking 
 

General Information / Press contact 
 

Steffen Schreiner 
+43 664 / 40 27 661 
booking@downthesunset.com 
 
Florian Hirtenfellner 
+43 664 / 54 89 624 
booking@downthesunset.com 
 

band@downthesunset.com 
 

  
  

     http://www.facebook.com/downthesunset      http://downthesunset.bandcamp.com 
  

     http://soundcloud.com/downthesunset      http://www.youtube.com/downthesunsetband 
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